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1
SECTION-IV SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF 
CONTRACT (SCC)                       7.0 
FUEL PRICE VARIATION

Rates quoted are firm and will remain unchanged during currency of the Contract. However, the 
Company will consider an increase/decrease in the Kilometre rates during the contractual period, 
in the event of increase/decrease in retail prices of fuel. Monthly hiring charges should be quoted 
considering the cost of fuel on the sale date of this tender in Maharashtra.
This rate shall be considered as base rate per litre or kg of fuel for the purpose of calculation of 
escalation and de-escalation for the entire period of contract.
The calculation of escalation/de- escalation on account of cost of fuel over base rate will be done 
as follows:
X * Y/N
Where,                                                                                                                                                                                          
X= Km run after fuel rate increase/decrease
Y= Difference between base rate and revised rate of fuel
N= Millage of vehicle in Km/Kg or Km/Liter(approx.)
N= 7.0 Km/Kg or Km/Liter for ERV/PNG Vehicle
N= 60.0 Km/Litre for Motor Cycle
Escalation / de-escalation will be applied when the difference in Fuel retail selling rate from the 
base rate is 10%.
Contractor shall submit the actual bills in original issued by outlets and shall claim the escalation / 
de-escalation along with his regular bills.
No claim other than those mentioned above shall be admissible and rates quoted by the bidder 
shall be fixed for the whole Contract Duration.
During the currency of the contract, if there is any increase in the price of ERV’s spare parts, tyres, 
batteries, lubricants etc., no increase in the rates offered will be entertained.

Amendment 

Rates quoted are firm and will remain unchanged during currency of the Contract. However, the 
Company will consider an increase/decrease in the Kilometre rates during the contractual period, 
in the event of increase/decrease in retail prices of fuel. Monthly hiring charges should be quoted 
considering the cost of fuel on the sale date of this tender in Maharashtra.
This rate shall be considered as base rate per litre or kg of fuel for the purpose of calculation of 
escalation and de-escalation for the entire period of contract.
The calculation of escalation/de- escalation on account of cost of fuel over base rate will be done 
as follows:
X * Y/N
Where,                                                                                                                                                                                         
X= Km run after fuel rate increase/decrease
Y= Difference between base rate and revised rate of fuel
N= Millage of vehicle in Km/Kg or Km/Liter(approx.)
N= 15.0 Km/Kg or Km/Liter for ERV/PNG Vehicle
N= 60.0 Km/Litre for Motor Cycle
Escalation / de-escalation will be applied when the difference in Fuel retail selling rate from the 
base rate is 10%.
Contractor shall submit the actual bills in original issued by outlets and shall claim the escalation / 
de-escalation along with his regular bills.
No claim other than those mentioned above shall be admissible and rates quoted by the bidder 
shall be fixed for the whole Contract Duration.
During the currency of the contract, if there is any increase in the price of ERV’s spare parts, tyres, 
batteries, lubricants etc., no increase in the rates offered will be entertained.

Signature & Seal of Bidder

Note: This Corrigendum shall form an integral part of the bidding document and shall be signed/stamped and submitted along with the bid.  All other terms and conditions ahall remain un-changed.

Corrigendum #3 dated: 12.11.2021
PROVIDING OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR CGD NETWORK AT KOLHAPUR GA

Commercial Volume

Tender No.: HOGPL/2021-22/C&P/015 dated:22.10.2021


